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Abstract

Effective risk communication about medical procedures is critical to ethical shared decision-making. Here, we explore the potential for development of an evidence-based lexicon for verbal communication of surgical risk. We found that Ear, Nose and Throat (ENT) surgeons expressed a preference for communicating such risks using verbal probability expressions (VPEs; e.g., ‘high risk’). However, there was considerable heterogeneity in the expressions they reported using (Study 1). Study 2 compared ENT surgeons’ and laypeople’s (i.e., potential patients) interpretations of the ten most frequent VPEs listed in Study 1. Whilst both groups displayed considerable variability in interpretations, lay participants demonstrated more, as well as providing systematically higher interpretations than those of surgeons. Study 3 found that lay participants were typically unable to provide unique VPEs to differentiate between the range of (low) probabilities required. Taken together, these results add to arguments that reliance on VPEs for surgical risk communication is ill-advised. Not only are there systematic interpretational differences between surgeons and potential patients, but the coarse granularity of VPEs raises severe challenges for developing an appropriate evidence-based lexicon for surgical risk communication. We caution against the use of VPEs in any risk context characterised by low, but very different, probabilities.
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Public significance statement

ENT (Ear, Nose and Throat) surgeons report most often communicating surgical risks with verbal probability expressions (VPEs, e.g., ‘unlikely’; ‘likely’), but their interpretations of oft-used terms differ significantly from those of laypeople (Studies 1 & 2). In Study 3, laypeople were unable to suggest VPEs to differentiate ten numerical probabilities inferred (from surgeon’s data in Studies 1 and 2) to be relevant for surgical risk communication. We propose that communicating low probability risks, as required in the surgical domain, is best done with numbers to enable appropriate differentiation between risk levels.
An appropriate verbal probability lexicon for communicating surgical risks is unlikely to exist

Informed consent is a fundamental principle in medicine. Patients should be informed of the risks and benefits associated with a surgical procedure, in order to subsequently make an informed decision about whether or not to undergo surgery (General Medical Council, 2008). Similarly, in pharmacy, patients should decide whether or not to take a particular medication in full knowledge of its likely benefits and potential side effects. Conveying the probability of adverse outcomes from surgery or medication would appear best achieved using numbers (as recommended in Trevena et al., 2013). Numbers represent a clear quantitative metric for expressing probability, and reduce the potential for an ‘illusion of communication’, which can arise from the use of verbal probability communications (Budescu & Wallsten, 1995, p. 299). Such an ‘illusion’ arises where the understanding of communication recipients does not match that intended by the communicators using the terms.

There is, however, evidence that communicators generally (Erev & Cohen, 1990), and medical professionals in particular (e.g., Brun & Teigen, 1988), prefer to communicate probabilities verbally – with verbal probability expressions (VPEs; e.g., stating “X is unlikely” rather than “There is a 20% chance of X”). In addition to a preference for verbal communications of probability, some domains prescribe that probabilistic information should be communicated in verbal form (e.g., Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [IPCC; Mastrandrea et al., 2010]; Intelligence [College of Policing, n.d.; ODNI, 2007; NATO, 2016, as cited in Dhami & Mandel, 2021]; Pharmacy [MHRA, 2005]). These domains have additionally prescribed specific lexicons for probability communication. Perhaps the most well-known of these comes from the IPCC (Mastrandrea et al., 2010), and is presented in Table 1. Similar lexicons have also been developed by intelligence organisations (e.g., College of
Policing, n.d.; ODNI, 2007; NATO, 2016, as cited in Dhani & Mandel, 2021), as well as by the European Food Safety Authority (Hart et al., 2019), despite the latter’s recommendation to always express uncertainty numerically. In the medical domain, the EU suggested grouping medicine side effect frequencies into five groups, each represented by a single VPE\(^1\) (MHRA, 2005; Table 2). A comparison of Tables 1 and 2 demonstrates context differences in the use and understanding of verbal expressions of risk. A risk of greater than 10% can be described as ‘very common’ (Table 2) or ‘very unlikely’ (Table 1). Navigating a disparate variety of VPE interpretations is likely to be a complex task for individuals. Such a view is supported by evidence that laypeople typically overestimate the frequency expressions endorsed by the EU, both in English (Berry et al., 2002, 2003; Knapp et al., 2001; Webster et al., 2017), and in German (Ziegler et al., 2013).

Table 1.

**Likelihood scale of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verbal expression</th>
<th>Likelihood of the Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Virtually certain</td>
<td>99-100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very likely</td>
<td>90-100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likely</td>
<td>66-100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>About as likely as not</td>
<td>33 to 66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlikely</td>
<td>0-33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very unlikely</td>
<td>0-10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exceptionally unlikely</td>
<td>0-1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) Technically, these are verbal expressions of *frequency*, rather than verbal *probability* expressions (VPEs). Throughout the current manuscript, we use VPE as a common term to represent any verbal expression of either frequency or probability. All uses of VPE in the present manuscript refer to a risk communication.
Table 2

*EU likelihood scale for the expression of risk in patient information leaflets*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verbal expression</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very common</td>
<td>&gt;10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common</td>
<td>&gt;1% and &lt;10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncommon</td>
<td>0.1% to 1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rare</td>
<td>0.01% to 0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very rare</td>
<td>Up to 0.01%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: MHRA (2015, p. 161) recommend such verbal expressions are “only used if accompanied by the equivalent statistical information. For example, ‘Very rarely (fewer than 1 in 10,000 patients treated)…’”*

As we have already alluded to, organisational prescriptions to use VPEs are not without their critics. Numerous documentations of interpersonal variance in interpretations (e.g., Beyth-Marom, 1982; Brun & Teigen, 1988; Budescu & Wallsten, 1995; Wallsten et al., 1993; Theil, 2002) suggest that intended probabilities will often not match those understood by the communication recipient. There is evidence that patients’ risk perceptions are higher in response to verbal communications of risk than numerical communications (Berry et al., 2003), and the severity of the outcome being described can influence how VPEs are understood (Bonnefon & Villejoubert, 2006; Harris & Corner, 2011; Holtgraves & Perdew, 2016; Juanchich et al., 2012; Weber & Hilton, 1990). These are just three potential obstacles to efficient communication associated with the use of VPEs (for reviews see Collins & Hahn, 2018; Mandel et al., 2021). Within a medical context, such phenomena can be highly consequential for the notion of informed consent. The patient’s understanding of harm probability might be very different from the one communicated, thus undermining the *informed* element of informed consent. Such misunderstandings might lead to patients to
accept treatments they would otherwise refuse, or refuse treatments they would otherwise accept (e.g., because of an exaggerated perception of surgical risk).

Given the oft-documented limitations of verbal communications, in the present paper we aimed to: 1) ascertain the prevalence of VPE use amongst Ear, Nose and Throat surgeons; 2) measure the interpersonal (in)consistency in interpretations amongst both surgeons and laypeople (potential patients); 3) develop an evidence-based lexicon to increase the consistency of interpretations (c.f. Ho et al., 2015; Merz et al., 1991). Our focus is on Ear, Nose and Throat (ENT) surgery, although we assume that our results are generalizable across medical domains. In the following, we provide brief reviews of studies investigating: 1) medical professionals’ risk communication format preferences; 2) interpretations of VPEs within a medical context.

### Previous investigations of medical professionals’ risk communication

#### Format preferences

Previous research has investigated physicians’ use of different risk communication formats, as well as patients’ understanding of those communications. A number of studies have employed self-report methods. Brun and Teigen (1988), and Juanchich and Sirota (2020), found General Practitioners (GPs) reported a preference for expressing risk verbally rather than numerically (76% and 67% of participants respectively). Anderson et al. (2011) asked obstetrician-gynaecologists to state how they typically communicated risks of Down syndrome following screening test results. 45% reported using words, as opposed to 33% using numbers (the remainder reporting ‘other’ or it ‘varies by test’), although the degree of numerical preference could have been exaggerated due to providing three verbal options, and only a single numerical one. Contrastingly, Ohnishi et al. (2002) found most Japanese GPs (58%) preferred numbers. In qualitative interviews, genetic counsellors reported generally preferring to avoid VPEs, perceiving them as too directive (Henneman et al., 2008). GPs in Petrova et al.’s (2018)
study generally reported that they would communicate more risks associated with cancer screening with numbers than with words (means of 2.1 vs. 1.2 risks [the average number of risks they would communicate with visual aids was 1.1]).

Kunneman et al. (2015), Michie et al. (2005) and Neuner-Jehle et al. (2011) taped consultations between consultants and patients (GPs discussing cardiovascular risk, the benefits and harms of radiotherapy as a treatment for rectal cancer, and genetic consultations respectively). All three studies demonstrated a greater use of verbal over numerical communications of risk. Neuner-Jehle et al. reported that 73% of 70 consultations exclusively communicated risk using VPEs. Kunneman et al. observed that the modal communication format in consultations was to use both verbal and numerical formats (41%), but after that verbal communications were more frequent (33%) than numerical ones (26%). Michie et al. reported that 53% of 492 risk communications were verbal (47% were numerical). Additionally, Pieterse et al. (2006) recorded 51 breast cancer genetic counselling visits. 36% of 419 recorded communications of risk used both VPEs and numbers, with 34% using VPEs alone and 30% using numbers alone.

This brief review reveals some cross-study differences (which there is not yet sufficient evidence to attribute to different medical specialties) in the degree to which medical professionals prefer to communicate risk with VPEs. Nonetheless, across all studies a significant proportion of physicians did prefer to use VPEs. Most of the reviewed studies were, however, published before the first International Patient Decision Aid Standards’ (IPDAS) guidance advised that numerical communications should be preferred (Trevena et al., 2013).² In the intervening six years (our first experiment was carried out in late 2019), have preferences changed? Petrova et al.’s (2018) results suggest ‘possibly’, although GPs in that study were

² Whilst the updated IPDAS guidance (Bonner et al., 2021) echoed this guidance, it also highlighted the importance of future research investigating what risk information might be better communicated without numbers.
themselves presented with explicit numerical risk information and asked how they would present it, potentially exaggerating the reported use of numbers. Juanchich and Sirota’s (2020) research, contrastingly, suggests preferences remain for verbal communications, and we subsequently also predict a preference for verbal communications of surgical risk amongst our recruited surgeons. If such a preference is observed, it is important to understand how these expressions are used and understood.

**Interpretations of verbal probability expressions**

Consistent with research in the general population, medical professionals have been shown to vary in their interpretations of VPEs (e.g., Bryant & Norman, 1980; Merz et al., 1991; Nakao & Axelrod, 1983; Stheeman et al., 1993; Timmermans, 1994). Additionally, medical professionals’ (doctors attending a rheumatology conference in the UK) understanding of VPEs describing medicine side effect frequency have been shown to be systematically higher than those intended by both the EU, and the former UK Chief Medical Officer (Calman, 1996; Berry et al., 2004). These overestimates have, however, been shown to be less extreme than those observed in lay participants (Berry et al., 2004; see also Wiles et al., 2020). More generally, lay participants have consistently been shown to differ from medical professionals in their interpretations of VPEs in a medical context (Brun & Teigen, 1988). Lay participants typically demonstrate a more regressive pattern of interpretations (overestimating rare labels, and underestimating common labels) in comparison to medical professionals (Ohnishi et al., 2002; Shaw & Dear, 1990). In studies that have investigated solely laypeople’s interpretations of VPEs, the consistent finding is one of considerable interpersonal variability (e.g., Berry et al., 2002; Kunneman et al., 2020; Sutherland et al., 1991).

In the above, we have reviewed studies as they addressed medical professionals generally, or laypeople. We are aware of no previous research that has investigated the
interpretation of VPEs in the context of ENT surgery specifically. Wiles et al. (2020) did, however, request medical professionals (anaesthetists and surgeons) and patients awaiting surgery to provide a numerical (percentage) interpretation of seven VPEs (six from Calman, 1996: ‘negligible’, ‘minimal’, ‘low’, ‘moderate’, ‘high’, ‘very high’; as well as ‘standard risk’) specifically referring to the likelihood of a post-operative complication. Consistent with related research, patients displayed greater variance in their interpretations of VPEs, and provided higher numerical translations than did medical professionals (although there was also notable variance in the professionals’ interpretations, especially for ‘high’ [IQR: 10-40%] and ‘very high’ risks [IQR: 20-50%]).

Overview

The heterogeneity (and potential for systematic differences between surgeons and laypeople) in interpretations of VPEs suggests a clear potential benefit of a standardised, evidence-based lexicon (see also Ho et al., 2015; Merz et al., 1991). The current study originally aimed to contribute to such an objective across four studies: 1) VPEs used by ENT surgeons are elicited from them directly; 2) Interpretations of common VPEs elicited from ENT surgeons are compared across surgeons and laypeople, 3) VPEs are elicited from laypeople to represent the numbers required according to the surgeons’ interpretations, and 4) Communication effectiveness is compared across verbal communications that adhere to the expectations of laypeople (from Study 3) versus those VPEs currently utilised (from Study 1).

To foreshadow our results: in the event, we did not run the planned Study 4 (which would have been based on methods pioneered in Budescu & Wallsten, 1990 [see also Erev & Cohen, 1990; Karelitz & Budescu, 2004]). This was because the results of Study 3 suggested that a key desiderata of the evidence-based lexicon that we set out to develop could not be met. Namely, lay participants could not provide an intuitive verbal scale of sufficient granularity to
differentiate the small probabilities relevant in this context. Thus, it was, quite simply, not possible to create verbal communications that matched participants’ intuitive use of these terms (in contrast to, e.g., Budescu & Wallsten, 1990, who investigated the communication of probabilities which were all greater than or equal to 5%; see also Erev & Cohen, 1990; Karelitz & Budescu, 2004).

**Study 1**

Study 1 had three objectives. First, it aimed to determine surgeons’ preferences for communicating surgical risks with words versus numbers. Second, it was important to obtain a selection of VPEs that are actually used by ENT surgeons, so as to maximise the relevance of Study 2, where their interpretations would be compared across surgeons and patients (as in Kunneman et al., 2015, 2020). Third, Study 1 sought to determine the heterogeneity in surgeons’ choices of VPEs.

**Method**

**Participants**

An opportunistic sample of forty-nine ENT Specialist Registrars (SpRs) (23 female), aged 28 – 45 years (median = 33; two participants did not provide their age), volunteered to participate in this survey study. The study was run at a training session during the Pan-Thames (London, Kent, Surrey and Sussex) ENT Training Days (UK) on November 11\textsuperscript{th}, 2019. SpRs are fully qualified medical doctors who continue to undergo higher surgical training in the UK National Health Service (NHS), following four years of post-graduate ‘basic’ surgical training (two foundation years and two years of core surgical training; see Royal College of Surgeons of England, 2020). The next step in their career path is surgical consultant (for explanation of
medical titles in the UK, see British Medical Association, 2020). The years of surgical training reported ranged from 3 to 8 ($M = 5.35$, $SD = 1.71$). Forty-four ENT surgeons were native English speakers (non-native speakers were still expert speakers as non-UK medical graduates are required to pass the IELTS [https://www.ielts.org] English exam before working in the UK). No incentives were provided for participation. Ethical approval for all studies was from the Departmental Ethics Chair for Speech, Hearing and Phonetic Sciences, University College London (ShaPS_2015_AH_017).

**Design and Materials**

We were primarily interested in the probability words surgeons reported using, as well as the proportion of instances in which they self-reported using words to communicate surgical risks.

Participants received a six-page questionnaire. The first page requested demographic details. The second page introduced participants to the upcoming tasks, highlighting that risks associated with surgery can be communicated in a variety of ways, but two common ways are using numbers or words. Participants were then provided with examples of numerical communication formats (percentages, frequencies (1 in x), classical probabilities (0-1), odds ratios) and verbal formats, “any **verbal probability or frequency terms** (e.g., *rare, unlikely, common*)” [emphasis in original]. On p. 3, participants indicated which format (numbers, words, other) they most often used when conveying risk probability to an ENT patient, as well as indicating the percentage of each type of communication that they used. Page 4 asked participants to indicate their preferred communication format in three case studies. These questions were part of a separate study$^4$ (Su, 2020) and will not be discussed further here. On

---

$^3$ SpRs may have less than four years postgraduate *surgical* training if they included some non-surgical disciplines during their foundation training ‘rotations’ (Royal College of Surgeons of England, 2020).

$^4$ Participants indicated their preference for communicating risk using words or numbers for side effects with consequences that varied in severity.
p. 5, participants listed “all the verbal probability terms that [they] use when communicating ENT surgery risk with patients.” The final page asked participants to refer back to the previous page and provide a numerical interpretation for each VPE they had written. These data (available at: https://osf.io/yut2g/?view_only=270fec2f50484250a5a0d56bafb3496d) have not been analysed, given the variability in VPEs generated and Study 2’s focussed test of surgeons’ numerical interpretations.

**Procedure**

Information sheets and consent forms were distributed to participants in a lecture theatre. These were collected, and questionnaires were distributed to all who consented to participate. It took approximately 15 minutes for all questionnaires to be completed, and participants were told that they would be debriefed as to the purpose of the study after the second session (one month later – Study 2).

**Results**

**Risk communication format**

The majority of participants (57%) reported communicating risk probability most frequently with words. Only 35% reported most frequently using numbers, with the remaining four participants indicating that they used both. Overall, there was evidence that these surgeons generally preferred words to numbers to communicate surgical risk probability, $\chi^2(2) = 17.7, p < .001$. 
**What VPEs do surgeons report using?**

TT and AS coded the data independently and resolved any disagreements in discussion.\(^5\) In total, 84 different VPEs were generated (see Appendix A\(^6\)). 56 of these VPEs were only generated by a single surgeon (Figure 1). Thus, there is considerable heterogeneity in surgeons’ specific VPE use. The most popular VPE was ‘rare’ (generated by 33 surgeons [67%]). 10 VPEs were generated by five or more surgeons (see Figure 1), and these were used as stimuli in Study 2.

---

\(^5\) We do not have a formal record of the agreement statistics, but disagreements were very rare (we recognise the irony of this statement) and were associated with handwriting.

\(^6\) As can be seen from Appendix A, coding erred towards coding more VPEs as unique – e.g., ‘rare’ (N = 33) and ‘rarely’ (N = 4) were coded as distinct expressions.
Note. The most frequently generated VPEs were: ‘rare’ (33), ‘common’ (25), ‘unlikely’ (19), ‘uncommon’ (15), ‘very rare’ (14), ‘low risk’ (9), ‘extremely rare’ (8), ‘high risk’ (7), ‘likely’ (6), ‘occasionally’ (5).

Study 2

Study 1 revealed that, whilst most surgeons reported most often using words for risk communication, there was little agreement on the actual VPEs used. For those VPEs most frequently endorsed by surgeons, however, do potential patients interpret them as the surgeons intend? To answer this question, Study 2 tested the consistency between surgeons’ and patients’ understanding of the ten most commonly generated VPEs from Study 1.
Method

Participants

An opportunistic sample of forty-four ENT SpRs (19 female) was recruited. ENT surgeons, aged 28 – 39 years (median = 32), volunteered to participate at a training session (December 17th, 2019) during the Pan-Thames ENT Training Days (of the same cohort, thus there was substantial overlap in the surgeons participating in Studies 1 & 2). The years of surgical training reported ranged from 3 to 8 ($M = 4.90, SD = 1.53$; one participant did not answer this question, and one reported not being an SpR. Due to the people present in the room, we assumed this 39 year old was a consultant surgeon, and therefore retained them in analyses). No incentives were provided for surgeons’ participation. In an attempt to ensure a similar number of complete datasets across surgeons and laypeople, 60 laypeople (37 female; sample size determined before data collection commenced) were recruited. Lay participants, aged 18 – 76 years (median = 37), were recruited online through Prolific.co and received £0.80 (average payment rate £6.51 per hour). Eighty percent (35) of the ENT surgeons and 88% (53) of the lay participants were native English speakers.

Design

A 10 (VPE) × 2 (participant group) mixed design was employed with VPE manipulated within participants. Participants provided a lower bound, upper bound and best numerical estimate for each VPE (see Figure 2). The VPEs were presented in one of four different orders. Participants could provide their estimates in any numerical format they preferred.
Figure 2

*Best estimates for numerical interpretations of the ten VPEs by both surgeons and laypeople.*

*Note.* The solid line within the box represents the median, the limits of the box represent the interquartile range, and the whiskers represent the range.

*p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001 [by Mann-Whitney U tests].

**Materials and Procedure**

**Surgeons.** Surgeons were first given an information sheet and provided informed consent. At the start of the questionnaire, surgeons read: “In this study, we are interested in how you communicate the risks associated with ENT surgery to a patient. This questionnaire concerns the format of communication that you use to convey risks of surgical side effects to patients.”

The critical questions for this study were on p. 5 of a seven page questionnaire (full materials at https://osf.io/yut2g/?view_only=270fec2f50484250a5a0d6baf23496d). After providing demographic details, participants answered a series of questions pertaining to a
separate study (Su, 2020). On the critical p. 5, surgeons were informed that we were interested in their “numerical interpretations of verbal probability terms,” and that the table below includes “terms that surgeons may use when communicating the risks associated with ENT surgery to a patient.” Surgeons were further informed that because “terms often convey a range of numerical probabilities⁷”, we wanted them to provide a **lower bound** and **upper bound** for such a range, as well as a **best estimate** for each term” [emphasis in original]. Numerical probabilities can be expressed in a range of formats, with different people having different preferences, which can vary by context and probability level (see e.g., Bonner et al., 2021). Participants were therefore instructed they could use whatever format they believed would provide the best numerical interpretations, and that decimal places were allowed. They were subsequently provided with four example formats: percentages, frequencies (“___ in ____”), classical probabilities (0 to 1) and odds ratios. At the bottom of the page was a table containing the ten VPEs (see Figure 2) in the left hand column, with boxes for lower bound, upper bound and best estimates (in that order) in the three adjacent columns. The final question on the questionnaire asked participants whether they saw 33.3% or 50% as equivalent to a ratio of 1:2. This was because it was felt that some participants might misunderstand odds ratios, which was important to know for analysis purposes. Finally, participants were provided with a written debrief and given the opportunity to ask questions.

**Lay participants.** Whilst we intended to minimise differences between the materials provided to surgeons and lay participants, some additional instructions were provided to lay participants to ensure understanding of the task (especially necessary given this part of the

---

³ We included this text to provide further context for the request to provide lower and upper bounds. An anonymous reviewer highlighted that this could have added variance to the data, as participants might have interpreted this in a number of different ways, including: ‘the range of ways other people interpret these expressions’ or ‘my subjective range of probabilities.’ We acknowledge this limitation, but also that note that it is unlikely that this would affect comparisons between surgeons and lay people, given that the wording was the same for both groups of participants.
Upon direction to the study website, lay participants provided informed consent, where the ENT context was introduced (“You will be shown terms that Ear, Nose and Throat (ENT) surgeons may use when communicating the risks associated with ENT surgery”). After providing demographic details, study instructions were titrated to participants. The first set of instructions primarily pertained to the meaning of lower bound, upper bound and best estimates. Participants read: “In this study, we are interested in your understanding of verbal probability expressions. Verbal probability expressions are terms that describe the likelihood of the occurrence of an event, such as below” [emphasis in original]. Participants were then presented with the list of VPEs to be used in the study (see Figure 2), before being told that VPEs “often convey a range of probabilities, and consequently have a lower and an upper bound, and a best estimate.” The meanings of these terms were provided to participants, for example, “a lower bound estimate is the lowest numerical probability that you think the term can represent”; “A best estimate is the numerical probability that you think best matches the term.” Participants were informed that they were required to provide an estimate for each of these properties of each VPE.

The second set of instructions was presented below the first set upon clicking ‘next’ and (as for the surgeons) introduced the different numerical formats that participants could use for their answers. In addition, lay participants were provided with the example of four ways the probability of a coin toss landing heads could be described (50%, 1 in 2, 0.5, 1:1\(^8\)). On the following page, the ENT surgery context was reinforced:

---

8 This example removed the need to ask lay participants about their understanding of a 1:2 ratio.
“Imagine you are a patient who is scheduled for surgery concerning the ear, nose and/or throat (ENT). Your ENT surgeon is required to inform you about the possible risks associated with the surgery. To do so, the surgeon might use **verbal probability expressions** to describe the probability of you experiencing a risk associated with the surgery.

You will be shown a table containing some terms a surgeon may use. These terms often convey a range of numerical probabilities.”

Below this text, participants received the same task instructions as surgeons (see above), but the table containing the VPEs was only presented (below these instructions) upon clicking ‘next.’ The one change to this table, from the one shown to surgeons, was emphasising in the column heading (in red text) that lower bound estimates ‘must be less than or equal to the best estimate’ and upper bound estimates ‘must be greater than or equal to the best estimate’ (although it was possible for participants to enter data that violated this condition). After providing an interpretation for all VPEs, participants were debriefed, thanked and redirected to Prolific for payment.

**Results**

Because participants were able to provide responses in any numerical format, responses where an integer was provided with no units were ambiguous (e.g., should it be interpreted as a percentage or a 1 in X response?). Such responses, as well as range responses, were
consequently unusable and excluded from analyses. In total, 447 responses (14%) were missing or unusable (280 [21%] from the surgeons; 167 [9%] from the lay participants).  

Preliminary analyses  

To provide an indication of the quality of the data collected, we counted the number of participants displaying at least one violation of the requirement that upper bound estimates should be no less than best estimates, which in turn should be no less than lower bound estimates. 22/104 participants displayed at least one such inequality violation (10 in the surgeon sample, 12 in the laypeople sample; a difference that was not significant, $\chi^2(1) = 0.11, p = .74$). Participants violating these inequalities were not excluded from the analyses below. All reported significance patterns for Study 2 are unchanged if such participants are excluded from these analyses, with the exception of one interaction (see Footnote 10).  

Best estimates  

Two laypeople provided the same best estimate (50%) for each VPE. Given that their range estimates differed between the expressions, we saw no reason to exclude their data, whilst noting that all reported significance patterns are unchanged if they are excluded.  

Figure 2 displays the ‘best estimates’ of the VPEs across both surgeons and laypeople. A clear pattern is apparent, whereby lay participants provided higher probability estimates than surgeons across all ten VPEs. This pattern is confirmed by a main effect of participant group in a $10 \times 2$ ANOVA (including only those participants with no missing data - 21 surgeons; 53 laypeople), $F(1, 72) = 31.9, p < .001$, $\eta^2_p = .31$. This was in addition to a main effect of VPE, $F(2.9, 211.6) = 119.20, p < .001$, $\eta^2_p = .62$. The interaction term was non-significant, $F(2.9, 211.6) = 1.67, p = .18$, $\eta^2_p = .02$ (Greenhouse-Geisser corrections applied to repeated measures).  

Footnote 10: The difference in missing responses is most likely due to different expectations in the two samples. As they received no remuneration, surgeons were probably less likely to feel any obligation to complete all the questions, especially as they were included within a longer questionnaire.
measures effects due to a violation of the sphericity of variance assumption \(^{10}\). As a check of the robustness of the main result, Mann-Whitney tests were performed to compare the interpretations of surgeons and laypeople for each individual VPE. As illustrated in Figure 2, these tests demonstrated the robustness of the main effect of participant group, which held in non-parametric analyses of each individual VPE (both including all usable datapoints for the full sample [44 surgeons; 60 laypeople] and in an analysis where individual participants were initially excluded if they failed to provide usable ‘best estimates’ for at least half the VPEs [seven surgeons; five laypeople]).

**Range of interpretations**

One lay participant (ID = 68) was excluded from these analyses as all their upper bound estimates were lower than their lower bound estimates. In an overall analysis, including only those participants with no missing data (21 surgeons; 53 laypeople), no main effect of participant group was observed, \(F(1,72) = 0.36, p = .55, \eta_p^2 = .005\). In addition to a main effect of VPE, \(F(3.7,268.0) = 18.94, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .21\), an interaction between VPE and participant group was observed, \(F(3.7,268.0) = 4.95, p = .001, \eta_p^2 = .06\). From Figure 3 and Table 3, we can see that laypeople provided larger ranges than surgeons for VPEs denoting lower probabilities, with this tendency attenuated for higher probabilities, and reversed for ‘likely’.

A closer inspection of Figure 3 suggests that the greater ranges provided by laypeople for VPEs denoting lower probabilities result from laypeople’s provision of higher upper bound estimates than surgeons – with surgeons providing lower lower-bound estimates for all VPEs. These main effects of participant group were significant for both lower bound, \(F(1,72) = 27.52, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .28\), and upper bound estimates, \(F(1,72) = 19.74, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .22\), in a 10

\(^{10}\) The interaction term was significant in the analysis that excluded participants who violated at least one of the inequality conditions, \(F(4.5,242.3) = 3.74, p < .01, \eta_p^2 = .07\), although the direction of the effect of participant group was consistent across all VPEs.
× 2 ANOVA. For the lower bound estimates, this main effect was qualified by an interaction with VPE, $F(4.2, 305.3) = 4.33, p = .002, \eta_p^2 = .06$, which was not observed for the upper bound estimates, $F(3.6, 258.2) = 1.25, p = .29, \eta_p^2 = .02$. Mann-Whitney tests (both including all usable datapoints for the full sample [44 surgeons; 59 laypeople] and where individual participants were initially excluded if they failed to provide usable ‘best estimates’ for at least half the VPEs [seven surgeons; five laypeople]) showed that surgeons’ lower bound estimates were significantly lower than laypeople’s across all VPEs, whilst their higher bound estimates were significantly lower across all VPEs, with the exception of ‘likely’.
Figure 3

Lower and upper bound estimates for ten VPEs from both surgeons and laypeople.

Note. The solid line within the box represents the median, the limits of the box represent the interquartile range, and the whiskers represent the range. Significance levels represent differences in the size of the ranges (differences between upper and lower bounds) between surgeons and laypeople. *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001 [by Mann-Whitney U tests]11.

Table 3

Median (IQR) interpretation ranges (upper bound [%] MINUS lower bound [%]) provided by surgeons and laypeople in Study 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VPE</th>
<th>Surgeons</th>
<th>Laypeople</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extremely rare</td>
<td>0.1 (0.5)</td>
<td>2.0 (6.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very rare</td>
<td>0.5 (0.9)</td>
<td>4.0 (8.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rare</td>
<td>1.5 (3.1)</td>
<td>5.0 (8.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11 These results were the same whether the analysis included or excluded participants who failed to provide usable lower and upper bound estimates for at least half the VPEs (seven surgeons; five laypeople).
Study 3

The reliable differences in VPE interpretations between surgeons and laypeople observed in Study 2 suggests potential for misunderstanding the likelihood of surgical risks, thus undermining the notion of fully informed consent. In Study 2, laypeople typically interpreted VPEs as denoting higher numerical probabilities than did surgeons. If this result is replicated in real surgical encounters, laypeople (i.e., patients) might refuse more surgeries than they might otherwise, due to an exaggerated perception of the likelihood of adverse outcomes – adverse outcomes being communicated via VPEs (Study 1) and interpreted as denoting higher probabilities than intended by surgeons (Study 2).

Study 3 was designed to provide a first step to testing a more appropriate lexicon for the communication of surgical risk. Specifically, we asked what VPEs laypeople intuitively generated to match surgeons’ numerical interpretations from Study 2.

Method

Participants

Forty-eight female and 52 male participants aged between 18 and 71 (median = 30) were recruited online through Prolific.co and received £0.65 (average payment rate £8.74 per hour). The sample size of 100 was determined before data collection commenced and was deemed sufficient to identify clear agreements on appropriate VPEs. Ninety-five participants were native English speakers.
Design, Materials and Procedure

Participants were presented with ten numerical probabilities (presentation order randomised between participants), which closely approximated surgeons’ ‘best estimates’ of frequently used VPEs (from Study 2: 0.01%, 0.1%, 0.2%, 0.5%, 2%, 5%, 10%, 20%, 50%, 60%). These probabilities were presented in numerical (percentage and ‘1 in X’ - apart from 60%, which was only presented as a percentage) and visual formats (the visual format followed Dhami, 2018; see Figure 4).

Participants provided informed consent, where the ENT context was specified (in addition to a title of “Risk communication about ENT surgery”, participants were informed that they would “be shown numerical probabilities that Ear, Nose and Throat (ENT) surgeons may have to communicate to patients when communicating risks associated with ENT surgery”). After providing demographic details, participants read introductory text outlining the background of the study, which again reinforced the context of ENT surgical risk communication and our aims (whether there is a set of probability words “for which people share a degree of agreement about the likelihood they describe”). On the next page, participants entered ten VPEs (see Figure 4) before subsequently being thanked and debriefed. Participants received a single exemplar VPE to help in the description of the task (following Dhami, 2018). To control for the influence of this example VPE, half participants received ‘likely’ (as in Dhami, 2018) and half received ‘unlikely’.

---

12 Although ‘1 in X’ formats have been shown to be poorly understood (e.g., Cuite et al., 2008; Sirotä & Juanchich, 2019; Sirotä, Juanchich & Bonnefon, 2018), they are the most common numerical format medical professionals report using (Sirotä, Juanchich, Petrova, et al., 2018).
13 Due to a programming error, the number 60% was not presented to these participants (its visual representation still was).
Results

Five participants were excluded from further analysis as they only reported numerical probabilities. One additional participant was excluded for responding ‘likely’ to all numerical probabilities. The presented results are thus based on 94 participants. Figure 5 demonstrates the considerable number of different VPEs generated, across the 94 participants, for each numerical probability.\textsuperscript{14} In addition, those VPEs generated most frequently overall (namely ‘unlikely’, ‘very unlikely’, ‘extremely unlikely’, ‘likely’, ‘highly unlikely’, ‘small chance’) were each generated to represent a variety of numerical probabilities (Figure 6). Results such

\textsuperscript{14} Note that these figures should be considered approximate, as it depends on how those phrases are differentiated (e.g., ‘near impossible’, ‘near on impossible’ and ‘nearly impossible’ are treated as the same phrase, whilst ‘near zero’ is considered as a unique one).
as the equal frequency of ‘unlikely’ and ‘likely’ to represent a 20% chance clearly illustrate the heterogeneity in perceptions of appropriate VPEs in the current domain. Figure 7 more clearly illustrates this spread of VPE generation by normalising according to the total number of uses of each individual VPE. Whilst these results would suggest that developing an evidence-based lexicon for the verbal communication of the entire range of surgical risks will be a challenge, the most striking result of Study 3 is shown in Figure 8. Only 14 of the 94 participants provided a different VPE for all ten numerical probabilities. This suggests that an appropriate lexicon likely does not exist to communicate the required range of surgical risk probabilities. It was also noteworthy that nine participants felt it necessary to use at least one number in their interpretations (not including responses for 50%), which were not included in Figure 8. This potentially further highlights the difficulty associated with representing the required range of probabilities with VPEs. Appendix B provides a breakdown of the VPEs most frequently generated for each numerical probability.
Figure 5

Number of different VPEs generated across the 94 participants for each numerical probability

Figure 6

Number of times each of the six most popular VPEs were generated for each numerical probability
Figure 7

Distribution of VPE generation across the numerical probabilities, normalised as a percentage of the number of times each VPE was generated across the entire dataset.
Discussion

The results of Study 3 demonstrated considerable heterogeneity in laypeople’s chosen VPEs for ten numerical probabilities. The highest proportion of participants generating the same term in response to a numerical probability was 26 participants (28%) entering ‘unlikely’ for a 0.5% risk (see Figure 6 & Appendix B). In addition, only 15% of participants were able to generate a unique VPE for each of the ten probability levels. Whilst further analyses could investigate the effect of probability level on VPE heterogeneity, the message seems clear enough: VPEs are heterogeneous and non-specific. VPEs’ inability to provide sufficient granularity (what Friedman et al., 2018, would refer to as ‘probabilistic precision’) to differentiate sizeably different risk levels (‘unlikely’ was generated by 18 participants for a 10% chance and 17 participants [3 of them the same participants] for a 0.1% chance – where the latter represents a risk level 100 times greater than the former) seems a strong argument for
the use of numbers in surgical risk communication. Moreover, this result suggests that research attention should turn to identifying optimal approaches to numerical risk communication and encouraging the adoption of such communication formats by surgeons.

**General Discussion**

Three studies were undertaken to test the potential for an ‘illusion of communication’ between ENT surgeons and laypeople (i.e., potential patients), and subsequently to investigate means for improving communication through an evidence-based standardised lexicon. Studies 1 and 2 provided the first conceptual replications of previous results observed in medical and other domains in the specific context of ENT surgery risk (and are among only a handful of studies investigating surgical risk generally). Study 1 demonstrated considerable heterogeneity in the VPEs currently used by ENT surgeons to communicate surgical risks. Study 2 demonstrated heterogeneity in how Study 1’s most frequently cited VPEs were interpreted, amongst both surgeons and laypeople. Moreover, laypeople consistently provided higher numerical interpretations of these VPEs than did surgeons. Such a result may be consequential. Overestimating surgical risk may lead a patient to turn down a beneficial surgical procedure that they would have accepted had they had a correct understanding of the risks involved. Study 3 was intended to be the first step in generating an evidence-based lexicon to improve verbal communications of surgical risk through identifying a set of VPEs that might be better suited to communicate the risk levels that surgeons need to convey to laypeople. Study 3 revealed considerable heterogeneity in people’s choices of VPEs. Such a result is not necessarily unexpected, and represents a challenge rather than an insurmountable barrier to the development of an appropriate lexicon (see e.g., Ho et al., 2015). However, the inability of most participants (85%) to generate a unique VPE for each level of risk (Study 3) suggests that attempts to develop an evidence-
based lexicon for risk communication about ENT surgery with VPEs may be doomed to failure.

It is worth noting that laypeople’s inability to provide a unique VPE for each risk level might reflect the lack of a need to differentiate these risk levels for effective decision making. That is, sensitivity analyses may subsequently suggest that the difference between a 1 in 1,000 and a 1 in 10,000 risk will almost never make a difference to the decision a patient makes (or should make), even if they have a precise understanding of these probabilities. Consequently, an appropriate lexicon might be definable to delineate, for example, five relevant levels of risk (instead of the 10 levels we aimed for in the present study). Such an approach would raise the question (for ethicists and policy makers) of the degree to which informed consent is obtained in such situations. Our data suggest, however, that VPEs are ill-suited to communicate all of the risk levels that accompany ENT surgical procedures. Rather, it seems the only way to differentiate between all the levels of likelihood for severe consequences that can be associated with surgery is with a numerical representation.

Relatedly, one approach to improving risk communication advocated by some previous researchers is to supplement VPEs with numerical translations (e.g., Berry & Hochhauser, 2006; Budescu et al., 2009, 2012, 2014; Harris et al., 2017; Visschers et al., 2009; Wintle et al., 2019; Witteman & Renooij, 2003). Other recent research, however, gives reason for caution here. Jenkins et al. (2018, 2019) and Juanchich and Sirota (2017) found that problematic interpretations and consequences of VPE communications persisted even when subsequently supplemented with a numerical range translation, although these issues were partly ameliorated where the numerical probability was presented before the VPE (Jenkins et al., 2018, 2019). Mandel and Irwin (2021) additionally reported no communicational benefit (in terms of agreement with the NATO intelligence lexicon) from
the inclusion of VPEs with numerical ranges. From the recent research, it is unclear why VPEs should be included in communications at all.

Research in the medical domain has reported understanding of side effect risk to be unaffected (Moraes & da Silva Dal Pizzol, 2018), or even harmed (Knapp et al., 2015), where solely numerical communications were supplemented with verbal expressions (e.g., “Common: may affect up to 1 in 10 people”). In the one instance where understanding was improved, Sinayev et al. (2015) presented their combined format with the numerical percentages before the verbal label (and in point form). Thus, whilst there are documented problems associated with combined communication formats, these results - coupled with those of Jenkins et al. (2018, 2019) - suggest that research might profitably further evaluate the benefits of combined formats where the numerical information is presented before the verbal label. Such research is likely to be especially valuable if disposing of verbal terms completely proves to be a step-too-far for risk communicators.

One beneficial function of verbal terms is to contextualise numerical information. Including evaluative labels (e.g., ‘borderline’, ‘fair’) with numerical information has been shown, for example, to improve gist memory for screen test results (Morrow et al., 2018), and facilitate the use of relevant numerical information in judgments of hospitals (Peters et al., 2009). Where evaluative labels are required to help a patient contextualise a risk, it is important that the communicative purpose of the label is made clear to patients, such that it should not be misunderstood as representing a statistical risk, but as representing an evaluation of the underlying risk. Moreover, there is a fine line between helping to contextualise and evaluate a risk, and providing an overly ‘directive’ communication (c.f. Zikmund-Fisher et al., 2007; see also Dieckmann et al., 2012). Consequently, further research

---

15 Such a recommendation is in line with Collins & Mandel (2019). Collins and Mandel recognised the benefit of VPEs in communicating recommendations, but argued that such recommendations should be explicit and where merely information is to be communicated, VPEs (with their implicit recommendations) should be avoided.
might investigate the question of how such ‘contextualising’ verbal expressions can best be presented to avoid such ethical concerns as well as those interpretation errors highlighted in past research.

As an alternative to VPEs, we also encourage researchers to further explore the benefits of supplementing numerical communications with visual aids, which have been shown to increase understanding, especially for individuals with lower numeracy skills (for reviews see e.g., Garcia-Retamero & Cokeley, 2013, 2017; Trevena et al., 2021). The fact that GPs report that they would use visual aids more frequently (for reporting cancer screening risks) when patients were described as being low in numeracy is an encouraging result in this context (Petrova et al., 2018).

Regardless of whether presented alone, or supplemented with words or visual aids, the precise format of a numerical risk communication should be chosen with care and extensively pilot tested before use (Bonner et al., 2021; Trevena et al., 2013, 2021). Bonner et al.’s (2021; see also Trevena et al., 2013, 2021) review of the literature on the effectiveness of different numerical representations should serve as a starting point here. As an example, they explicitly argue against ever using “1-in-X” formats, given people’s communication difficulties with them (e.g., Cuite et al., 2008; Sirota, Juanchich, & Bonnefon, 2018). An alternative approach (see e.g., Grimes & Snively, 1999; Lipkus, 2007; Trevena et al., 2021) would be to maintain a common (high) denominator, which would likely enable a clearer comparison of relative risks (e.g., - in the case of the probabilities used in the present Study 3: 1 in 10,000; 10 in 10,000; 20 in 10,000; 50 in 10,000; 200 in 10,000; 500 in 10,000; 1000 in 10,000; 2000 in 10,000; 5000 in 10,000; 6000 in 10,000). It is beyond the scope of the current manuscript to identify the best format of numerical communication. We hope, however, that the current results provide empirical incentive for such research to be further developed.
Despite extant evidence-based recommendations to favour numerical communication formats (Bonner et al., 2021; Trevena et al., 2013), Study 1 demonstrated that the majority of surgeons reported using words more often than numbers for risk communication. An open question that has received scant empirical attention is how can communicators be encouraged to use numerical communication formats. We are aware of only one published report investigating this issue, and this is from the intelligence domain (Barnes, 2016). The identified approaches are not readily transferable to the surgical domain for two reasons: 1) The Intelligence analysts were typically working with single-event subjective probabilities, whilst the probabilistic assessments that surgeons make are typically frequentist in nature (based on data from a population of previous patients). Consequently, training in the concept and application of single-event subjective probabilities, for example, will be of less relevance for surgeons; 2) An approximate ‘integer-in-10’ format for making numerical estimates was proposed to overcome concerns about the specificity implied by numerical estimates. This is unlikely to be appropriate for surgical risk communications which often entail differentiating between very small probabilities (as outlined throughout the current paper; see also Wiles et al., 2020). Whilst the lessons learned from Barnes (2016) are thus difficult to directly apply to the surgical domain, it is clear that encouraging the use of numerical communication formats is an important avenue for future research to explore. Such encouragement (and/or training) seems especially important for less numerate medical professionals who have been found to be the least likely to use such formats (Anderson et al., 2011; Petrova et al., 2018). One possibility to be explored, following from the revision of the scale according to analysts’ requirements (collapsing 2-3 and 7-8 out of 10; Barnes, 2016), might be to provide a non-linear scale of decisionally-relevant numerical probabilities for the surgical domain. Such a scale might enhance both understanding and uptake of numerical communication formats (see also Bonner et al., 2021). In essence, the numerical ranges in the EU’s prescribed lexicon
for communicating side effects (MHRA, 2015; see Table 2; see also Calman, 1996) provides such a scale (see also Paling, 2003; Woloshin et al., 2000, for additional possibilities). We maintain, however, that the scale should be evidence-based (within specific risk communication contexts) and additionally scrutinised by ethicists and policy makers to ensure it meets the requirements of informed consent.

**Limitations**

Our conclusions about surgeons’ format preferences and VPE interpretations are based on a single sample of surgeons, with a similar level of experience (they were all Specialist Registrars [SpRs]). Although this might provide some limitation to the generalisability of these findings, SpRs are all trained to obtain informed consent from patients, both in medical school and in clinical practice, and are often responsible for the bulk of formal ‘consenting’ (e.g., explaining and completing consent forms). There is thus no reason to suspect that their assessment of the numerical risks of a given procedure would be any different from consultant surgeons.

Our studies also relied on self-reports from participants about how they typically communicate risk, and how they would interpret VPEs in the context of ENT surgical risks. Our confidence in the generalisability of the current results is strengthened by their consistency with those observed in previous research across a variety of domains, employing a range of methodologies and with a variety of professional participants. Moreover, Stheeman et al. (1993) observed the greatest interpersonal variance in professionals’ interpretations for those terms that featured most frequently in a prominent dentistry (specifically dental radiography) textbook. Consequently, it is unlikely that the somewhat pessimistic conclusions about VPE use in the present article are a function of a mis-reporting of commonly used VPEs by the surgeons in Study 1. Nonetheless, an improved methodology might record real
consultations between surgeons and patients. This would have the added advantage of capturing the dialogical context of the risk communication (General Medical Council, 2008; Kunneman et al., 2015; see also Collins & Hahn, 2018, who call for greater attention to communicative context in the study of VPEs). Dialogue between patient and surgeon will be important, as patients can request additional information and clarification where required. Avoiding including potentially misleading VPEs in such dialogues would, however, still seem beneficial for effective surgical risk communication.

**Conclusion and recommendations**

The evidence presented here adds to a body of literature demonstrating the potential pitfalls of communicating with VPEs. Moreover, the research presented in Study 3 suggests that these pitfalls are an inherent property of VPEs, such that there may not be such a thing as an appropriate evidence-based lexicon for VPEs to communicate surgical risks. Dhami and Mandel (2021; see also Dhami et al., 2015; Irwin & Mandel, 2019) argue that the Intelligence community (and potentially others) should move towards numerical communications of probability, also citing a lack of granularity as one reason. Bonner et al. (2021) recommend numerical formats for conveying probabilities in patient decision aids, whilst Webster et al. (2017) suggest that Patient Information Leaflets should communicate side effect risk using numerical ranges rather than VPEs. We echo these sentiments. Whilst we can only make such an argument strongly in the specific case of ENT surgery (strictly, in ENT SpRs), we expect the case to be true across a broad array of risk domains; essentially, in any situation where individuals typically must differentiate between very small, but very different probabilities (e.g., 1 in 1,000 vs. 1 in 10,000). Such situations might arise in medical or non-medical contexts.
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Appendix A

*VPEs Generated by Surgeons in Study 1 (Listed in Descending Order of Frequency)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expression</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Expression</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Expression</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rare</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>apply to all operations</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>often</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>common</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>can happen but rare</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>probability</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unlikely</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>chance</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>probable</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uncommon</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>complication</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>rare but possible</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>very rare</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>death</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>rare but serious</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low risk</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>definitely</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>rare but significant</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extremely rare</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>extremely unlikely</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>relatively common</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high risk</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>high potential</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>relatively high risk</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>likely</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>highly likely</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>relatively often</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occasionally</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>highly unlikely</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>relatively rare</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frequent</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>improbable</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>seen often</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>never seen</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>incredibly small risk</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>serious but rare risk</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rarely</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>incredibly unlikely</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sometimes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>infrequent</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>small possibility</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>theoretical</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>life-changing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>small proportion of patients</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>very unlikely</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>local rate</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>textbook risk</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>possibility</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>low possibility</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>unexpected problem</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>small chance</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>low potential</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>unlikely but possible</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expected</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>may occur</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>unlikely but significant</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high possibility</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>minimal</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>unlikely to happen</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>more common</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>moderate risk</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>unpredictable but unlikely</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Qualifier</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>permanent</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>most</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>usual</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>possible</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>most common</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>usually</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>significant</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>most significant</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>very common</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>small risk</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>national rate</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>very often</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temporary</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>not seen very often</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>very small chance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vanishingly rare</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>not usual</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>very uncommon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>very low risk</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>not very likely</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>with great certainty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B. The most frequently generated VPEs for each numerical probability.

0.01% chance
19 participants entered ‘extremely unlikely’, with two participants entering ‘extremely low’ and three entering ‘extremely low risk’, ‘extremely rarely’ and ‘extremely small.’ The next most popular phrases were ‘highly unlikely’ (7), and ‘very unlikely’ and ‘unlikely’ (6). Four participants entered each of ‘almost impossible’, ‘rare’ and ‘very rare’. The above entries constituted more than 50% of responses. Overall, approximately 45 phrases were entered by the 94 participants.

0.1% chance
17 participants entered ‘very unlikely’, with 13, 11 and 8 entering ‘highly unlikely’, ‘unlikely’ and ‘extremely unlikely’ respectively, thus making up more than 50% of responses. Overall, approximately 40 phrases were entered by the 94 participants, although two of these did suggest an error in interpretation (‘almost certain’, ‘certain’).

0.2% chance
18 and 17 participants entered ‘very unlikely’ and ‘unlikely’ respectively, with 8 and 7 respectively entering ‘highly unlikely’ and ‘extremely unlikely’, constituting more than 50% of responses. Overall, approximately 40 phrases were entered by the 94 participants.

0.5% chance
26 participants entered ‘unlikely’, with 17 participants entering ‘very unlikely.’ 5 participants entered ‘extremely unlikely’, constituting more than 50% of responses. Overall, approximately
40 phrases were entered by the 94 participants, with one reporting ‘probably’ and one ‘significant’ (likely reflecting a misunderstanding of the concept of statistical significance).

2% chance

17 participants entered ‘unlikely’, with 10 entering ‘very unlikely’, 5 entering ‘small chance’ and 4 entering each of ‘possible’ and ‘slim chance.’ This represents 43% of responses. Overall, approximately 45 phrases were entered by the 94 participants.

5% chance

16 participants entered ‘unlikely’, with 9 entering ‘small chance’ and 6 entering each of ‘possible’ and ‘very unlikely.’ This represents 39% of responses. Overall, approximately 43 phrases were entered by the 94 participants.

10% chance

18 participants entered ‘unlikely’, with 8 participants entering either ‘small’ or ‘small chance’, 6 participants entering ‘likely’ and 6 entering ‘possible.’ This represents 40% of responses. Overall, approximately 45 phrases were entered by the 94 participants.

20% chance

The modal response was less popular than for the risks analysed to date, with 9 participants entering ‘likely’ and ‘unlikely’ respectively. ‘Possible’, ‘a chance’, and ‘quite unlikely’ were entered by 6, 3, 3 participants respectively. Seven participants entered some variant of ‘small chance’ or ‘small risk.’ These responses constituted 39% of responses. A further 11 phrases were entered by two people. Interestingly, phrases such as ‘very high probability’, ‘very risky’, ‘most likely’ were also selected by participants. Approximately 50 phrases were entered by the 94 participants.

50% chance

‘Likely’ was entered by 10 participants, whilst the majority of other responses constituted phrases such as ‘half’, ‘50/50.’ Four participants entered ‘very likely’ and two entered ‘very
high,’ with at least four more suggesting this reflected a high risk. Approximately 29 phrases were entered by the 94 participants.

**60% chance**

16 participants entered ‘likely’, with five entering ‘highly likely’ and ‘very likely,’ Four more participants entered each of ‘possible’ and ‘quite likely.’ These responses constituted 36% of responses. Approximately 55 phrases were entered by the 94 participants.